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Next Newsletter    
For the November issue please send your contributions by Thursday 5 November 2020.   

If you miss the deadline we may not be able to include your copy.  Please, wherever possible, send  
details by email as a Word attachment to the email in Arial 12p font in plain text, 350 words  

maximum, to heavenly_white_one@yahoo.co.uk  
 

Alternatively handwritten contributions may be sent to:   
Jean White, 64 Vicarage Lane, Acton, Sudbury CO10 0UQ.  Tel: 01787 370654 

 
Whilst every care has been taken in the compilation of this newsletter,  

errors and omissions are not the responsibility of the publisher or of the editor.   
Opinions, where expressed, are not necessarily those of the publisher or the editor.   

If a group isn’t mentioned in SU3AN, please check your Membership Card  
or the Sudbury U3A website, for details of Leader and Telephone Number. 

 
Printed by Indigo Ross,  Spectrum House, Woodhall Business Park, Sudbury CO10 1WH  

Telephone:  01787 880260  

Chairman’s message 
 

Here we are, Autumn already (my favourite time of the 
year):  mellow sunshine, crisp air, leaves changing  
colour to reds, oranges, browns - and some decent  
television viewing!   
 
Life is slowly returning to some semblance of normality 
and, happily, a number of our U3A activities are now 
able to resume (subject to current Government and 
National U3A guidelines, which are, as you know, ever 
changing).  Plans are under way for more groups to 
restart.  

 
I would just like to reassure you all that we as a committee are doing everything we can to  
ensure that all our members feel confident and safe to resume activities when they feel ready to 
do so.  Only those venues which have been visited and assessed as being Covid-19 Safe 
Premises will be added to the list that Jennie Leech is compiling.    
   
A reminder that we will continue to hold our U3A monthly speakers' meetings via Zoom until the 
end of the year. Zoom is, and has been, a good option whilst social distancing is in place but is 
by no means ideal as we all know.  We look forward to when we can resume our face-to-face 
meetings but, in the meantime, perhaps you could make a note in your diaries for the  
programme of talks for the rest of the year. You will see details on page 4 of this issue. 
 
I have been thinking about the positives I can take from what has been a challenging year so far 
for all of us.  I thought at the beginning of lockdown that I would read all those books I hadn't 
had time to read but, in reality, rediscovering the pleasure of having conversations on the  
telephone, rather than a quick email or text message became more important.  Likewise,  
actually getting to know some neighbours as a result of the weekly ‘Clap for Carers’ - four of us 
have now started to forge a real friendship. I wonder what positives you may have experienced 
too - perhaps  some you might want to share in SU3AN? 
 
Thank you all for your continued  support - I am looking forward to seeing you again soon. 
  
IMPORTANT: You will need to register to 'attend' the monthly meeting so please will you 
contact Tony Lee no later than one week before each meeting: tony.s.lee@icloud.com  

Anita Floodgate  

 

mailto:jean.white10@tiscali.co.uk
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=indigo+ross+address&oq=indigo+ross+address&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i61j69i65l3j69i60.4046j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#
mailto:tony.s.lee@icloud.com
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British values 
 
Speaker: Professor Lee Marsden  Professor of Faith and Global  
Politics in the School of Politics, Philosophy, Language and  
Communication Studies, UEA. 
 
When everyone who attended Anne’s Zoom meeting last month said how 
brilliant she was and how well it worked, I decided I was missing out so 
joined the July meeting on my computer but without a video camera or 
microphone. It still worked.  

 
The current news is overwhelmingly about Covid19, so anti-Semitism in the Labour party,  
Islamophobia in the Conservative ranks and terrorism have had less media coverage of late. 
 
Professor Marsden spoke to us from his own home (books on the shelves behind him, painting 
on the wall) about his research into ‘British Values’ and how Muslims in Britain recognise,  
experience and react to them.  Working with a second academic and a film maker, he analysed 
the results of a total of 180 hours of digital film made by four Muslims with different  
backgrounds, nine video diaries kept by the research team and nine interviews. 
 
The people, whose attitudes were studied, ranged across the generations and sexes, were from 
many different cultures and a range of ethnic origins: from Sunni and Shia traditions, second 
generation indigenous British converts to Islam, British and non-British Asians from Bangladesh, 
India, Africa and so on. It was not possible to treat them as a single group. The values each  
person was asked to consider were: democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty, mutual  
respect and tolerance of those of different faiths and beliefs. 
 
From the tremendous amount of anecdotal evidence, Lee was able to draw some conclusions. 
The ‘British’ values were thought to have been drawn up to separate rather than to unite. The 
values themselves were seen as human rather than religious values and, as that, they received 
common consent, although it was seen that older generations respected them more than the 
young. This increasing lack of respect for traditional behaviour was perceived by those in the 
study as happening among younger Muslims as well as in the younger ‘ordinary’ British people. 
There was no one reason given for this decline.  
 
Human beings, no matter what their background, can come to an understanding of others if they 
will accept their differences and the reasons for them as part of everyone’s right to individual 
freedom. 
 

 Win May 

 

The A-Z of Curious Suffolk 
 
For her talk, Sarah Doig dipped into her book of the same name. Sarah related some of the  
bizarre, mysterious, or simply interesting tales about our county. The stories span the centuries, 
ensure a good geographical spread across Suffolk and also feature people, places and  
happenings. They are all arranged in an A to Z format under intriguing headings. 
 
One of Sarah’s curious stories under Bang is about Suffolk cheese which, in the 17th and 18th 
centuries had a universal reputation of being hard and almost indigestible. It was even known 
locally as ‘bang’ or ‘thump’. Because of its long-lasting qualities, the Royal Navy fed their sailors 
Suffolk Bang when they were on long voyages. Other Bang tales include the shooting parties 
held by Maharajah Duleep Singh at Elveden Hall and the sad story of the Stowmarket Gun  
Cotton factory explosion of 1871. 
                …/... 
 

Speaker’s reports for July and August 
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Sarah also related the stories behind some of Suffolk’s best-known Follies such as Freston  
Tower and the rather surprising so-called Tattingstone Wonder, a row of cottages disguised as a 
church. Under Misers, we heard about two famous Suffolk misers who both inspired Charles 
Dickens. The first was William Jennens of Acton Hall and the other was John Elwes of  
Stoke-by-Clare.  
 
Under Sarah’s Napoleon category we learned of the wildly 
differing stories behind the Suffolk pubs called ‘The Case is 
Altered’. This included the one in Bentley which, apparently 
had a rather genial landlady who was not too fussy about 
how she received payment for beer from local menfolk. But 
when she got married, the case was altered! We also heard 
about the origin of the curiously named Ipswich road called 
Humber Doucy Lane. 
 
Sarah ended her talk by dipping into her Traditions  
category to tell us about the not so ancient Suffolk game of 
flonking the dwile, where the winners are awarded a ceremonial gazunder (chamber pot)! 
 

Future speakers 
22 September: We welcome back Mark Mitchels who in his usual  engaging, relaxed style will be 
presenting a celebration of English humour in print with his talk on "Classic Comic Novels" e.g. 
(Jeeves /Three Men in a Boat/Cold Comfort etc).  
 
27 October:  Our speaker will be Jenny Mallin,  award-winning author and public speaker.  
Jenny  delivers a fascinating insight into five generations of her family who lived during the days 
of the British Raj in India, and in this talk she will present “A Grandmother’s Legacy: My  
Ancestors the early days”. 
    
24 November:  To finish off our monthly meetings for the year in a light-hearted manner, we look 
forward to a presentation by public speaker, tutor and writer Tom Preston, who will be  
entertaining us with his talk on Lancastrian Comedians.   
 
IMPORTANT: You will need to register to 'attend' these meetings so please will you  
contact Tony Lee no later than one week before each meeting:   tony.s.lee@icloud.com   
 

Collette Bentley 
 
 

 
Architecture  
 
What we have been up to this summer 
 
Our weekly Guess Where competition stopped after 20 weeks of increasingly hard questions. There was a 
brilliant response, four clever clogs won the draw three times and were barred from winning again! We 
have had walks, round Bulmer Brickworks, Cambridge and Hadleigh. Weather ranged from wet, through 
perfect to really rather hot (Cambridge). Peter Minter demonstrated his skills delivering two equally  
fascinating and almost completely different talks on brickmaking as we socially distanced - largely under 
umbrellas. Two Cambridge guides took us along routes less walked and made the most of the lack of  
tourists - it’s not often you can stand almost alone in front of Kings. Two knowledgeable local experts (and 
me) took three groups round Hadleigh on a perfect day. We explored brickwork, history, new and old  
developments and what one former Hadleigh resident described as the Kray twins’ downfall - their brief 
evacuation to the countryside at East House.  
 

Jane Crumpton 

 

The Tattingstone Wonder 

Diary and Group news 

mailto:tony.s.lee@icloud.com
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Walking  
 
Leaders Brian Orton 07958 093631, Moira Orton 07928 092402 
 
Our small group walks since July have been very well attended and there have been many  
positive comments, although the sun and heat on the August walk was almost too much, and long 
stretches of shade most welcome!  It is so good to meet and be out in company even though group 
numbers are very limited.   
  
In view of the government’s announcements on 8 and 9 September, we shall be continuing to meet 
in groups of six for the foreseeable future.  We shall contact you with details by email each month (or 
by post for those without email).  Please respond promptly so that groups can be organised.   
Unfortunately car sharing is still not possible. 

 
Monday 12 October: Cornard Country Park  
Meet at the country park car park in Blackhouse Lane, Great Cornard, CO10 0NL,  
ref TL890393. Details to be advised.   
Leaders: Amicie Thompson 07530 229813 and Sheena Byham 07973 680155 
 
Monday 9 November: Long Melford via Bridge Street 
Meet at the Old School Car Park opposite Melford Hall.  Easy walking along  
distinct dirt or grassy paths. Two stiles. Can be muddy after wet weather, so  
boots advised. Approximately six miles. 
Leader:  Sarah Tanswell 07832 181858. 

 

Thursday Amblers 
 
Our October amble will take place on the 22nd and will be a 3.5 mile walk 
around the village of Bures.  Jenny and Ray Filby will be leading this walk 
which will give everyone a chance to see St Stephen's Chapel and the  
Bures Dragon - there will be no stiles en-route. We will meet at 10.00am at 
the Quay Car Park and rendezvous with those who go directly to Bures, at 
Bures Village Hall for a 10.30am departure.  

 
The last amble of the year will be 26 November and will take us on a very nice walk around  
Lavenham, led by Conrad Bentley.  Once again we will meet at the Quay Car Park at 10.00am,  
then the public car park next to the Cock Horse car park at 10.30am.   
 
Please note that at time of writing we are still subject to current Government and National U3A  
regulations, and as our first amble was over-subscribed, I must ask you once again to confirm your 
interest in taking part in either or both of these walks by contacting me, Anita Floodgate, on  
01787 312904, or email: afloodgate@talktalk.net   
 
 

History of Ideas  - a new course 
         
This course is an amalgam of politics, philosophy and history.    
 
We’re asking big questions of Western civilisation.  Where did society come from? Who were we if we weren’t 
part of a Divine plan?  Where did Adam Smith’s wealth of nations go to?  Is anything too big to fail?  Art as a 
mirror of power - what do we see in the reflection, and do we like it? 
 
Because the rate of change we’ve all lived through has happened so fast, there’s a subtitle:  how did we get 
from there to here?  
 
Is there a state of nature - is there goodness in all men, or is evil always below the surface?  Are prisons for 
warehousing that evil, or is there room for restorative justice and what does that mean anyway?  A headache. 
But exciting too. 
                …/... 
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The aim is just to dig in. Since Western ideas have played a major role in global culture, it’ll be mainly the 
West’s past we’re  exploring.  And besides, here, in the modern nation state, for better or worse, is where 
we are.   
 
But what if the state declines, who will care about us?   What obligations do we have and to whom?  Or 
does ‘might’ decide?  What’s a ‘just’ war - or peace, for that matter?  And what’s time anyway?      
 
There’s no homework, no prescribed reading.  Bring curiosity and we’ll be fine.   
 
The meeting room meets all  COVID-19 security arrangements so we’re as safe as we can be. 
 
We’ll be meeting on Thursdays at 2 pm in The Common Lands Room, The Christopher Centre.  Please 
get in touch if you’re interested -  lindablandforduk@gmail.com or 07929 650233. 
 

Linda Blandford 
 

Confused by Corona  

‘Did you hear that Rob? We have world beating test and trace.’ 

‘Fake news I reckon. Remind me of the rules for masks Jan. They changed 
again yesterday and I’m confused. You have to wear a mask if you’re  
going into a shop, don’t you? If you’re buying ice cream and sitting in the 
shop to eat it do you still have to wear a mask? – because you’re in a 
shop? If it’s a restaurant which also does take-away, do you have to wear 
a mask?’  
 
‘To mask or not to mask is the question,’ said Jan. ‘I’m confused too.  I’m  
imagining lifting your mask and poking ice cream underneath? I must go, 
my love. I’m late. Get some food will you? Anything. I’ll be home about six.’ 

 
‘OK. And think about tonight when you have a minute,’ said Rob. 

‘That’s a wicked smile.’ 

‘That’s because I’m thinking of tonight. I’ve found a great spot.’ 

‘You’re leading me astray. What if we’re caught?’ 

‘I’ll take all the blame.’ He grinned, lifted her off the floor and spun her round.  

Jan was having too good a time with Rob. They’d been together for five months – two of them 
locked down, although as she was a key worker she didn’t feel at all locked down. She put her 
hand over her mouth in a vain attempt to suppress her laughter as she rushed along, thinking of 
Rob’s proposal for tonight.  

She’d missed the bus and was racing to school having told her head she’d got her running shoes 
on because the bus was full. You’re a good girl, the head had said. That’s a compliment I should 
not have had, Jan thought. Don’t call me a good girl. I’m so much worse than that.  

Her dress was riding up, wrinkling like a sausage as she ran, hopping into the road to stay two 
metres away from people. Covid19 was keeping many off the streets but this morning was busy. 
There’s not much social distancing, Jan thought, when two people with thumbs in overdrive 
bumped into each other.  

She didn’t envy Rob working from home though, staring at a screen with lots of numbers all 
day. And she knew he missed the swimming pool. She did too. That’s where they’d met. But 
the new normal was wild swimming. It was wonderful. Every evening for their daily exercise 
they swam in the river, finishing with a brandy if it was cold. His proposal for tonight kept a 
huge smile on her face all day. Who would have thought they’d be skinny dipping in their  

sixties. 

Lindsey Evans 
Writing group 
 
 

 

mailto:lindablandforduk@gmail.com
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Don’t get caught out on camera! 

 
Thanks to coronavirus many U3A members will have used Zoom, Facetime, Skype, 
etc. for the first time. It was probably not something that most people had used; I  
certainly hadn’t. When I agreed (why?!) to do a Zoom meeting/talk for the U3A in June  
I made a list of do’s and don’ts as we have all seen the results on TV... some are better 
than others, to put it kindly. I’m not talking about techie stuff but, shall we say, the 

‘aesthetics’ of appearing on camera in formal or informal ‘meetings’ or even family chats. So, for what it’s 
worth, I’m just sharing that list in case you find yourself in the same situation.  
 
Lighting and background 
Two vital elements are lighting and background. With these in mind I used my hall as a ‘studio’ because it 
has a frosted glass pane in the front door about 10 feet from where I was sitting on a stool in front of my  
laptop on a small table. This provided ‘diffused daylight’ on my face so that there were no dark shadows and 
my face was evenly lit from the front thus smoothing out wrinkles...a bit. 
 
Don’t have a window behind you. The camera will adjust itself to the bright daylight behind you and your face 
will be dark. In extreme cases, you’ll be a silhouette. A similar effect happens with strong side lighting: one 
half of your face is dark and one is light – dramatic maybe, but not what you want! 
 
Behind me as background, facing the front door, was a plain white door that I kept closed, hence no  
distractions for the audience to latch on to, for example, books on shelves, furniture, ornaments, etc. (Sorry, 
if you enjoy a peak into someone else’s house!) 
 
Watch yourself 
The camera lens should be about your eye level or very slightly above. You can tweak it by tilting the screen/
camera a little, but more than that, raise it or lower yourself! Don’t have the screen/camera sloping  
backwards so much that the audience sees not only your ceiling but has a great view of your chin and up 
your nose – not exactly flattering!  
 
Frame your face with space around it. Include a little of your shoulders or even a half-portrait to your waist. 
Don’t chop off the top of your head or your chin: it’s very disconcerting for the audience to see only half a 
face.  
 
Don’t use a laptop on your knee – it’s too close. The camera has a wide angle lens and the nearer you are to 
it the more your face will be distorted and any movement you make will be exaggerated. While speaking, 
maintain a uniform distance from the camera. No big movements with upper body, hands or arms. Hands 
suddenly coming into view then disappearing are distracting and irritating. 
 
Now, smile and look into the lens often. Make eye contact with the audience, they are all individuals out 
there even if you can’t see them. You look best if you hold a slight smile (not an inane grin!) for much of the 
time without looking forced. It is not easy but it does give you a softer expression. Obviously, the nature of 
the meeting will dictate this to a certain extent. 
 
If you are using notes, fix them together – loose papers fall on the floor. Turn over the paper slowly to  
minimise rustling and arm movements. Have the notes at an angle out of camera shot (oh, for a TV  
newsreader’s autocue!) so that you tilt your head as little as possible to look at them. This also means that 
the audience doesn’t view the top of your head which is comforting if you’re conscious of going a bit thin on 
top!  
 
Have a glass of water handy but out of sight in case you get a frog in your throat but don’t keep drinking it (or 
anything else) while you are on view. It doesn’t look good – eating on camera is even worse! 
 
What not to wear 
Now for the sartorial stuff! Unless you are talking about fashion or clothes, keep everything simple: no  
distracting big, jazzy, patterned tops, no T-shirts with slogans and, ladies, no low-cut necklines (another  
reason not to bend forward!) Jewellery: again, nothing fancy, no strings of big beads, jangly bangles and 
dangly earrings. Ladies: do put on make-up to give yourself a bit of colour especially if you have a mainly 
white or even dark background that saps your colour. Comb your hair so it looks neat and tidy. You don’t 
want to look as if you have just got out of bed, even if you have! 
 
Clear the clutter behind you 
Try to have minimum ‘things’ behind you: pictures, wall clocks, etc. Move them or move yourself so they do 
not impinge on your ‘frame’. Make sure there is nothing appearing to grow out of your head, such as a pot 
plant on a shelf behind you!  
 
Switch off phones, TV, radio, alarms, answer machines, chiming clocks, washing machines and anything 
that makes a noise, etc.  
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Ask everyone in the household not to interrupt or come in, especially children. And keep pets out of the 
way too. (Unless it’s a family chat, of course.) 
 
I even stuck a note on my front door saying ‘Please do not ring doorbell or knock until after 11.30am’. 
(Nobody came anyway.) 
 
If you saw my talk on 16 June you will have noticed that I didn’t always stick to my own rules!!  
Sometimes I forgot; I didn’t smile enough; I lost my place in my notes... oops!  After I had made my do’s 
and don’ts list, I found this how-to video online which is aimed at women over 50 – perfect! – but most of 
it applies to anyone of any age.  
 
Unfortunately, the June Zoom meeting – my I’ll come back whatever happens – cannot, after all, be 
made available online as was the plan. This is due to technical reasons. It is very disappointing after the 
efforts of the people involved. However, if anyone is desperate (!) to see/hear it, please contact me  
by email: a.grimshaw@talktalk.net  

I'm normally a social girl 

I love to meet my mates 

But lately with the virus here 

We can't go out the gates.  

You see, we are the 'oldies' now 

We need to stay inside 

If they haven't seen us for a while 

They'll think we've upped and died. 

They'll never know the things we did 

Before we got this old 

There wasn't any Facebook 

So not everything was told. 

We may seem sweet old ladies  

Who would never be uncouth 

But we grew up in the 60s - 

If you only knew the truth! 

There was sex and drugs and rock 'n roll 

The pill and miniskirts 

We smoked, we drank, we partied 

And were quite outrageous flirts. 

Then we settled down, got married 

And turned into someone's mum, 

Somebody's wife, then nana, 

Who on earth did we become? 

We didn't mind the change of pace 

Because our lives were full  

But to bury us before we're dead 

Is like a red rag to a bull! 

So here you find me stuck inside 

For 4 weeks, maybe more 

I finally found myself again 

Then I had to close the door! 

It didn’t really bother me 

I'd while away the hour 

I'd bake for all the family 

But I've got no bloody flour! 

Now Netflix is just wonderful 

I like a gutsy thriller 

I'm swooning over Idris 

Or some random sexy killer. 

At least I've got a stash of booze 

For when I'm being idle 

There's wine and whisky, even gin 

If I'm feeling suicidal! 

So let's all drink to lockdown 

To recovery and health 

And hope this bloody virus 

Doesn’t decimate our wealth. 

We’ll all get through the crisis 

And be back to join our mates 

Just hoping I’m not far too wide 

To fit through the flaming gates! 

Film group 

There will be no Film group for the foreseeable future due to the Covid-19, 
but as soon as we get the all clear the showing of films will be back. 
 
If you’re a senior, you will love this hilarious poem from New Zealand,  
written by Jan Beaumont. I have permission from the author to share this  
poem and should anyone wish to see more of Jan’s poems please go to  
Jan Beaumont Poetry on Facebook. 

 


